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ask for the report by publication number.
States, Schools, and Colleges: Policies to Improve Student Readiness for College and
Strengthen Coordination Between Schools and Colleges (November 2009, #09-2). The authors
examine what has been tried and learned about state policy leadership in bridging the divide
between K–12 schools and postsecondary education.
California Higher Education, the Master Plan, and the Erosion of College Opportunity
(February 2009, #09-1). This occasional paper describes the development of the 1960 Master
Plan for Higher Education and the current statewide challenges that make the plan ineffective
today in preventing the erosion of college opportunity.
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Measuring Up 2008: The National Report Card on Higher Education. Measuring Up 2008
consists of a national report card for higher education (December 2008, #08-4) and 50 state report
cards (#08-3). Measuring Up 2008 finds that despite modest improvements nationally, large
disparities in higher education performance persist, and the nation’s global competitiveness is
eroding.
Technical Guide for Measuring Up 2008: Documenting Methodology, Indicators, and
Data Sources (November 2008, #08-5).
The Iron Triangle: College Presidents Talk About Costs, Access, and Quality (October 2008,
#08-2). This report by Public Agenda explores how college and university presidents view higher
education today. Researchers surveyed the presidents on topics including cost, access, and
quality, and found a disconnect between the presidents’ perspectives on higher education and that
of the general public.
Partnerships for Public Purposes: Engaging Higher Education in Societal Challenges of the
21st Century (April 2008, #08-1). This report summarizes the discussion from an invitational
roundtable that engaged 15 leaders in higher education. The essay finds that colleges and
universities have become preoccupied with advancing their prestige instead of achieving publicly
defined purposes, and calls for the restoration of a greater sense of public purpose to learning in
ways that directly meet the country’s educational needs for the 21st century.
Good Policy, Good Practice: Improving Outcomes and Productivity in Higher Education: A
Guide for Policymakers, by Patrick M. Callan, Peter T. Ewell, Joni E. Finney, and Dennis P.
Jones (November 2007, #07-4). This report describes a wide range of successful strategies that
states can draw from to increase the educational attainment of their residents while holding down
higher education costs. The report also identifies five policy levers that state leaders can use to
achieve their overall goals for higher education and, more specifically, to implement the
strategies for increasing educational attainment levels.
Investigating the Alignment of High School and Community College Assessments in
California, by Richard S. Brown and David N. Niemi (May 2007, #07-3). This study, in
examining the math and English expectations for high school students entering California’s
community colleges, reveals the degree of alignment between what students master in high school
versus what is expected for college-level work.
Squeeze Play: How Parents and the Public Look at Higher Education Today, by John
Immerwahr and Jean Johnson (May 2007, #07-4). This report by Public Agenda explores how the
American public views higher education. Funding for the research was provided by Lumina
Foundation for Education as part of its Making Opportunity Affordable initiative.
“Informed Self-Placement” at American River College: A Case Study, by Jonathan E. Felder,
Joni E. Finney, and Michael W. Kirst (May 2007, #07-2). This case study of American River
College in Sacramento, California, examines replacing the traditional mathematics class
placement test with “informed self-placement.”
California Community Colleges: Making Them Stronger and More Affordable, by William
Zumeta and Deborah Frankle (March 2007, #07-1). This report examines the effectiveness of
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statewide policies in assisting the California Community Colleges in meeting their mandate for
affordability, and makes recommendations in light of today’s public needs.
Measuring Up Internationally: Developing Skills and Knowledge for the Global Knowledge
Economy, by Alan Wagner (September 2006, #06-7). In comparing the performance of the
United States in higher education with that of advanced, market-economy countries across the
globe, this report finds that the United States’ leadership position has eroded.
Measuring Up 2006: The National Report Card on Higher Education (September 2006).
Measuring Up 2006 consists of a national report card for higher education (report #06-5) and 50
state report cards (#06-4). The Measuring Up series provides the public and policymakers with
information to assess and improve postsecondary education in each state. For the first time, this
edition offers international comparisons with states and the nation as a whole.
Technical Guide for Measuring Up 2006: Documenting Methodology, Indicators, and
Data Sources (2006, #06-6).
Checks and Balances at Work: The Restructuring of Virginia’s Public Higher Education
System, by Lara K. Couturier (June 2006, #06-3). This case study of Virginia’s 2005 Restructured
Higher Education Financial and Administrative Operations Act examines the restructured
relationship between the commonwealth and its public colleges and universities. The act gives
more autonomy to the public colleges but checks it with new accountability targeted directly to
the needs of the state.
American Higher Education: How Does It Measure Up for the 21st Century? by James B. Hunt
Jr. and Thomas J. Tierney with a foreword by Garrey Carruthers (May 2006, #06-2). These
essays by former Governor James B. Hunt Jr. and business leader Thomas J. Tierney lay out in
succinct fashion the requirements of both our nation and our states for new and higher levels of
performance from America’s colleges and universities.
Claiming Common Ground: State Policymaking for Improving College Readiness and Success,
by Patrick M. Callan, Joni E. Finney, Michael W. Kirst, Michael D. Usdan, and Andrea Venezia
(March 2006, #06-1). To improve college readiness and success, states can develop policies that
better connect their K–12 and postsecondary education systems. However, state action in each of
the following policy areas is needed to create college-readiness reform: alignment of coursework
and assessments; state finance; statewide data systems; and accountability.
Measuring Up on College-Level Learning, by Margaret A. Miller and Peter T. Ewell (October
2005, #05-8). In this report, the National Forum on College-Level Learning proposes a model for
evaluating and comparing college-level learning on a state-by-state basis, including assessing
educational capital. As well as releasing the results for five participating states, the authors also
explore the implications of their findings in terms of performance gaps by race/ethnicity and
educating future teachers.
The Governance Divide: A Report on a Four-State Study on Improving College Readiness and
Success, by Andrea Venezia, Patrick M. Callan, Joni E. Finney, Michael W. Kirst, and Michael
D. Usdan (September 2005, #05-3). This report, supported by case studies in Florida, Georgia,
New York, and Oregon, identifies and examines policy options available to states that are
interested in creating sustained K–16 reform.
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The Governance Divide: The Case Study for Florida, by Andrea Venezia and Joni E. Finney
(2006, #05-4).
The Governance Divide: The Case Study for Georgia, by Andrea Venezia, Patrick M.
Callan, Michael W. Kirst, and Michael D. Usdan (2006, #05-5).
The Governance Divide: The Case Study for New York, by Andrea Venezia, Michael W.
Kirst, and Michael D. Usdan (2006, #05-6).
The Governance Divide: The Case Study for Oregon, by Andrea Venezia and Michael W.
Kirst (2006, #05-7).
Borrowers Who Drop Out: A Neglected Aspect of the College Student Loan Trend, by
Lawrence Gladieux and Laura Perna (May 2005, #05-2). This report examines the experiences of
students who borrow to finance their educations, but do not complete their postsecondary
programs. Using the latest comprehensive data, this report compares borrowers who drop out
with other groups of students, and provides recommendations on policies and programs that
would better prepare, support, and guide students—especially low-income students—in
completing their degrees.
Case Study of Utah Higher Education, by Kathy Reeves Bracco and Mario Martinez (April
2005, #05-1). This report examines state policies and performance in the areas of enrollment and
affordability. Compared with other states, Utah has been able to maintain a system of higher
education that is more affordable for students, while enrollments have almost doubled over the
past 20 years.
Measuring Up 2004: The National Report Card on Higher Education (September 2004).
Measuring Up 2004 consists of a national report card for higher education (report #04-5) and 50
state report cards (#04-4). The Measuring Up series provides the public and policymakers with
information to assess and improve postsecondary education in each state. For the first time, this
edition provides information about each state’s improvement over the past decade.
Technical Guide Documenting Methodology, Indicators, and Data Sources for Measuring
Up 2004 (November 2004, #04-6).
Ensuring Access with Quality to California’s Community Colleges, by Gerald C. Hayward,
Dennis P. Jones, Aims C. McGuinness, Jr., and Allene Timar, with a postscript by Nancy
Shulock (May 2004, #04-3). This report finds that enrollment growth pressures, fee increases, and
recent budget cuts in the California Community Colleges are having significant detrimental
effects on student access and program quality. The report also provides recommendations for
creating improvements that build from the state policy context and from existing promising
practices within the community colleges.
Public Attitudes on Higher Education: A Trend Analysis, 1993 to 2003, by John Immerwahr
(February 2004, #04-2). This public opinion survey, prepared by Public Agenda for the National
Center, reveals that public attitudes about the importance of higher education have remained
stable during the recent economic downturn. The survey also finds that there are some growing
public concerns about the costs of higher education, especially for those groups most affected,
including parents of high school students, African-Americans, and Hispanics.
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Responding to the Crisis in College Opportunity (January 2004, #04-1). This policy statement,
developed by education policy experts at Lansdowne, Virginia, proposes short-term emergency
measures and long-term priorities for governors and legislators to consider for funding higher
education during the current lean budget years. Responding to the Crisis suggests that, in 2004,
the highest priority for state higher education budgets should be to protect college access and
affordability for students and families.
With Diploma in Hand: Hispanic High School Seniors Talk About Their Future, by John
Immerwahr (June 2003, #03-2). This report by Public Agenda explores some of the primary
obstacles that many Hispanic students face in seeking higher education—barriers that suggest
opportunities for creative public policy to improve college attendance and completion rates
among Hispanics.
Purposes, Policies, Performance: Higher Education and the Fulfillment of a State’s Public
Agenda (February 2003, #03-1). This essay is drawn from discussions of higher education leaders
and policy officials at a roundtable convened in June 2002 at New Jersey City University on the
relationship between public purposes, policies, and performance of American higher education.
Measuring Up 2002: The State-by-State Report Card for Higher Education (October 2002,
#02-7). This report card, which updates the inaugural edition released in 2000, grades each state
on its performance in five key areas of higher education. Measuring Up 2002 also evaluates each
state’s progress in relation to its own results from 2000.
Technical Guide Documenting Methodology, Indicators, and Data Sources for Measuring
Up 2002 (October 2002, #02-8).
State Policy and Community College-Baccalaureate Transfer, by Jane V. Wellman (July 2002,
#02-6). This report recommends state policies to energize and improve higher education
performance regarding transfers from community colleges to four-year institutions.
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education: The Early Years (June 2002, #02-5).
The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) attained remarkable success
in funding innovative and enduring projects during its early years. This report, prepared by
FIPSE’s early program officers, describes how those results were achieved.
Losing Ground: A National Status Report on the Affordability of American Higher Education
(May 2002, #02-3). This national status report documents the declining affordability of higher
education for American families, and highlights public policies that support affordable higher
education. It provides state-by-state summaries as well as national findings.
The Affordability of Higher Education: A Review of Recent Survey Research, by John
Immerwahr (May 2002, #02-4). This review of recent surveys by Public Agenda confirms
that Americans feel that rising college costs threaten to make higher education inaccessible
for many people.
Coping with Recession: Public Policy, Economic Downturns, and Higher Education, by
Patrick M. Callan (February 2002, #02-2). This report outlines the major policy considerations
that states and institutions of higher education face during economic downturns.
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Competition and Collaboration in California Higher Education, by Kathy Reeves Bracco and
Patrick M. Callan (January 2002, #02-1). This report argues that the structure of California’s state
higher education system limits the system’s capacity for collaboration.
Measuring Up 2000: The State-by-State Report Card for Higher Education (November 2000,
#00-3). This first-of-its-kind report card grades each state on its performance in higher education.
The report card also provides comprehensive profiles of each state and brief states-at-a-glance
comparisons.
Beneath the Surface: A Statistical Analysis of the Major Variables Associated with State
Grades in Measuring Up 2000, by Alisa F. Cunningham and Jane V. Wellman (November
2001, #01-4). Using statistical analysis, this report explores the “drivers” that predict overall
performance in Measuring Up 2000.
Supplementary Analysis for Measuring Up 2000: An Exploratory Report, by Mario
Martinez (November 2001, #01-3). This supplement explores the relationships within and
among the performance categories in Measuring Up 2000.
Some Next Steps for States: A Follow-up to Measuring Up 2000, by Dennis Jones and
Karen Paulson (June 2001, #01-2). This report suggests a range of actions that states can take
to bridge the gap between state performance identified in Measuring Up 2000 and the
formulation of effective policy to improve performance in higher education.
A Review of Tests Performed on the Data in Measuring Up 2000, by Peter Ewell (June
2001, #01-1). This review describes the statistical testing performed on the data in Measuring
Up 2000 by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems.
Recent State Policy Initiatives in Education: A Supplement to Measuring Up 2000, by
Aims C. McGuinness, Jr. (December 2000, #00-6). This supplement highlights education
initiatives that states have adopted since 1997–1998.
Assessing Student Learning Outcomes: A Supplement to Measuring Up 2000, by Peter
Ewell and Paula Ries (December 2000, #00-5). This report is a national survey of state efforts
to assess student-learning outcomes in higher education.
Technical Guide Documenting Methodology, Indicators, and Data Sources for Measuring
Up 2000 (November 2000, #00-4).
A State-by-State Report Card on Higher Education: Prospectus (March 2000, #00-1). This
document summarizes the goals of the National Center’s report-card project.
Great Expectations: How the Public and Parents—White, African-American, and Hispanic—
View Higher Education, by John Immerwahr with Tony Foleno (May 2000, #00-2). This report
by Public Agenda finds that Americans overwhelmingly see higher education as essential for
success. Survey results are also available for the following states:
Great Expectations: How Pennsylvanians View Higher Education (May 2000, #00-2b).
Great Expectations: How Floridians View Higher Education (August 2000, #00-2c).
Great Expectations: How Coloradans View Higher Education (August 2000, #00-2d).
Great Expectations: How Californians View Higher Education (August 2000, #00-2e).
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Great Expectations: How New Yorkers View Higher Education (October 2000, #00-2f).
Great Expectations: How Illinois Residents View Higher Education (October 2000, #00-2h).
State Spending for Higher Education in the Next Decade: The Battle to Sustain Current
Support, by Harold A. Hovey (July 1999, #99-3). This fiscal forecast of state and local spending
patterns finds that the vast majority of states will face significant fiscal deficits over the next eight
years, which will in turn lead to increased scrutiny of higher education in almost all states, and to
curtailed spending for public higher education in many states.
South Dakota: Developing Policy-Driven Change in Higher Education, by Mario Martinez
(June 1999, #99-2). This report describes the processes for change in higher education that
government, business, and higher education leaders are creating and implementing in South
Dakota.
Taking Responsibility: Leaders’ Expectations of Higher Education, by John Immerwahr
(January 1999, #99-1). This paper reports the views of those most involved with decision making
about higher education, based on focus groups and a survey conducted by Public Agenda.
The Challenges and Opportunities Facing Higher Education: An Agenda for Policy Research,
by Dennis Jones, Peter Ewell, and Aims McGuinness, Jr. (December 1998, #98-8). This report
argues that due to substantial changes in the landscape of postsecondary education, new statelevel policy frameworks must be developed and implemented.
Higher Education Governance: Balancing Institutional and Market Influences, by Richard C.
Richardson, Jr., Kathy Reeves Bracco, Patrick M. Callan, and Joni E. Finney (November 1998,
#98-7). This publication describes the structural relationships that affect institutional
effectiveness in higher education, and argues that state policy should strive for a balance between
institutional and market forces.
Federal Tuition Tax Credits and State Higher Education Policy: A Guide for State Policy
Makers, by Kristin D. Conklin (December 1998, #98-6). This report examines the implications of
the federal income tax provisions for students and their families, and makes recommendations for
state higher education policy.
The Challenges Facing California Higher Education: A Memorandum to the Next Governor
of California, by David W. Breneman (September 1998, #98-5). This memorandum argues that
California should develop a new Master Plan for Higher Education.
Tidal Wave II Revisited: A Review of Earlier Enrollment Projections for California Higher
Education, by Gerald C. Hayward, David W. Breneman, and Leobardo F. Estrada (September
1998, #98-4). This review finds that earlier forecasts of a surge in higher education enrollments
were accurate.
Organizing for Learning: The View from the Governor’s Office, by James B. Hunt Jr., chair of
the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, and former governor of North
Carolina (June 1998, #98-3). This publication is an address to the American Association for
Higher Education concerning opportunity in higher education.
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The Price of Admission: The Growing Importance of Higher Education, by John Immerwahr
(Spring 1998, #98-2). This report is a national survey of Americans’ views on higher education,
conducted and reported by Public Agenda.
Concept Paper: A National Center to Address Higher Education Policy, by Patrick M. Callan
(March 1998, #98-1). This concept paper describes the purposes of the National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education.
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